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WHEN TIME AND PLACE AVAIL: WHITMAN'S 
WRITTEN ORATOR RECONSIDERED 
JAKE ADAM YORK 
"It avails not, time nor place-distance avails not .... " 
"Whatever it is, it avails not-distance avails not, and place avails not .... "1 
So WHITMAN INSISTS in "Crossing Brooklyn Ferry." And whatever else 
they do, these insistences, these denials, militate against another de-
nial-the denial of proximity to future generations, of self to other. But 
to many critics, it seems, one denial must be exchanged for the other. 
Most readings of the poem's argument conclude that being in one time 
means not being in another, that being is also barrier, and that connec-
tion between or across times means that one or more of the states of 
being must be perforated, dismantled, transcended, or otherwise abro-
gated. 
For example, James E. Miller, Jr., writes that the poem is a drama 
of "transcendence" that "lifts" the poet and "many diverse people" "be-
yond the reach of space and time," and elsewhere expands on Whitman's 
"triumph over space and time." Paul Orlov discusses the poem as "a 
timeless voyage of being," James Gargano as the "everlasting" or "tran-
scendentalist" "moment." Richard Pascal finds Whitman arguing that 
"the conditions of time and space can be transcended." And even Roger 
Gilbert's decidedly linguistic investigation of the poem finds Whitman 
attempting to cross over into an "absolute, autonomous present" that 
escapes time and, therefore, death.2 
In every case, Whitman somehow escapes time, his time, and the 
poem escapes its full context. Poet and poem persist as signs of desire 
outside the systems within which they were first significant. And, alien-
ated from their original context, the phenomena of the poems and of 
the poet become susceptible to grounding in the schema of contempo-
rary scholars. So scholars as different as Mark Bauerlein and Tenney 
Nathanson advance critiques of Whitman's oral modes and desires by 
sifting them through a Derridean screen. 3 While Bauerlein and 
Nathanson do deal with palpable tensions in Whitman's work, between 
oral and scriptural modes, each presses those tensions into the matrices 
of contemporary linguistic thought and so turns tension into contradic-
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tion. Bauerlein cannot but condescend: "What Whitman wanted most 
he could not have."4 Bauerlein does qualify his observation, noting that 
Whitman "knew" he could not have what he most wanted-a mode of 
writing filled with the presence of speech.5 But why would Whitman 
continue to desire and to expend so much effort toward the fulfillment 
of this desire, if he knew it could not be fulfilled? 
Why would Whitman build "Crossing Brooklyn Ferry" toward a 
moment of mutual presence between speaker and auditor that makes 
good the declaration that "It avails not, time nor place-distance avails 
not"? Why establish immediacy in the eighth section? 
What gods can exceed these that clasp me by the hand, and with voice I love call me 
promptly and loudly by my nighest name as I approach? 
What is more subtle than this which ties me to the woman or man that looks in my 
face? 
Which fuses me into you now, and pours my meaning into you? (11. 95-97) 
Here, the entire drama of distance and its bridging coalesces and re-
solves. Approach ends in clasping, in tying, fusing, and mixture. Each 
verb posits a greater immediacy than the one before, and at last speaker 
and auditor or reader share a single temporal frame and verb tense: 
"We understand then do we not?" (l. 98). Speaker and auditor or reader 
exist together in a space of mutual understanding and are present to one 
another in the verb itself-in what may be Whitman's strongest declara-
tion of presence. In the concluding lines of "Song of Myself' Whitman 
locates himself "under your boot-soles" (l. 1346, emphasis added); here 
he is with and into the second person. So why, again, would Whitman 
build this poem, which Thoreau regarded as the gem of the 1856 Leaves 
of Grass, and which Whitman accorded a separate section to in future 
editions-why would Whitman build this poem to a moment of mutual 
presence if, as Bauerlein remarks, he knew such presence was impos-
sible? Is Whitman as delusional as Bauerlein's treatment suggests? 
Alienated from his contexts, Whitman might seem deluded in hop-
ing for a written speech. His collisions of oral and scriptural modes may 
seem futile. Yet, there is in the culture of nineteenth-century American 
oratory ample precedent for Whitman's hope and for the practices he 
undertakes to realize his hope-precedent that remains unexplored in 
all the work dedicated to Whitman's fascination with oratory. 
Whitman's own comments about the orators he admired and his 
own indications of literary genealogy direct us more to Emerson, Elias 
Hicks, and Father Edward Taylor than to any others. And the useful-
ness of the scholarship that has addressed Whitman's debts and con-
nections to these writers is testimony enough to the value of these indi-
cations. Yet it seems that no Whitman scholar has ventured far outside 
this group of oratorical ancestors to consider the effects others may have 
had, directly or indirectly, on Whitman's practice. This is striking, es-
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pecially if F. O. Matthiessen is right in stating that "oratory was then 
the basis for other forms of writing, and its modes of expression left a 
mark on theirs. "6 
Studies such as C. Carroll Hollis's Language and Style in Leaves of 
Grass, have illuminated Whitman's "marks"-those stylistic affinities 
he has with orators such as Martin Farquhar Tupper.7 But there is more 
to oratory than cadence, than style, than persona. There is argument, 
the large form, and there are theatrical and public gestures written in 
the liturgies within which addresses were made. And some of these items 
seem to explain both Whitman's hope for a written orality and his at-
tempts to produce it. In particular, the epideictic or commemorative 
oratory of Daniel Webster and Edward Everett strongly underwrites 
Whitman's hope and practice, especially if we consider not only the 
texts but the performances and publication histories of these orations. 
Daniel Webster's 1825 address at the inception and dedication of 
the Bunker Hill Monument is the most instructive case. The argument 
of the address performs and encourages mutual conversions of speech 
and writing-speech into writing and writing into speech, giving speech 
the physical solidity of writing and writing the presence of speech-and 
its stages of publication repeat the performance and encouragement, so 
that the text and its history provide precedents for Whitman's "written 
oratory." Within the address, the commemorative action depends on 
the mutual conversion and confusion of speech and writing. From the 
opening, the power of the spoken word is imagined physically. Webster 
first declares that the "purpose" of the commemorative assembly has 
"made a deep impression on [the] hearts" of the gathered. 8 So the non-
or metaphysical event, which includes the address, and the even less 
corporeal purpose of the event, are imaged, given body, and the sub-
stance of the invisible is made visible and more palpable. This fusion of 
hearing, sight, and touch is an impressive union that figures the na-
tional work of the occasion. But more immediately to the point, this 
synaesthesia works to embody that purpose and the idea of nation being 
built at Bunker Hill: expression is impressed. 
This is especially clear when Webster turns to consider the monu-
ment directly . Webster first emphasizes the power of the physical act 
and of the physical object, speaking of the monument's "massive solid-
ity" as a "fit emblem" of events and of gratitude, and recognizing the 
aim of the Bunker Hill Society to erect "some ... durable monument to 
the memory of the early friends of American Independence" (emphasis 
added). But he complicates this directly when he declares: "We know 
... that the record of illustrious action is most safely deposited in the 
universal remembrances of mankind .... We know ; .. that no struc-
ture, which shall not outlive the duration ofletters and knowledge among 
men, can prolong the memorial." For Webster, human memory is stron-
ger than the physical record of remembrance, stronger than both monu-
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ment and scripture, and so is to be preferred. And yet scripture is re-
quired to advance human memory. The monument serves "to foster a 
constant regard for the principles of the Revolution" and "mark[s] a 
spot which must for ever be dear" and in marking that spot "proclaim [s] 
the magnitude and importance of that event to every class and every 
age" so that "infancy may learn the purpose of its erection from mater-
nallips, and that weary and withered age may behold it; and be solaced 
by the recollections which it suggests." So the marker, inasmuch as it 
expresses the understanding of its erectors, precedes and promulgates 
the impression on later generations in which it produces understanding 
and national memory; the physical sign precedes and produces the mental 
state.9 
Webster extends and accelerates this process near the middle of 
the address when he posits the eventual destruction of the monument 
and its replacement: "This monument may moulder away; . . . but thy 
memory shall not fail!" The monument, previously imagined as a po-
tential surface for inscription, must be replaced by a heart duly impressed, 
which will then locate the "principles of the Revolution." So: "Where-
soever among men a heart shall be found that beats to the transports of 
patriotism and liberty, its aspirations shall be to claim kindred with thy 
spirit!" The heart, the seat of felt memory, will incorporate and super-
sede the marker . Webster encourages again this transposition of memo-
rial in his close, when he directs his auditors: "let the sacred obligations 
which have devolved on this generation, and on us, sink deep into our 
hearts." Again, the insubstantial-obligation, memory-is ultimately 
substantiated in the human heart, the human memory; men and women 
take the place of the monument begun before them, each acting as a 
block, a surface, which, unified, fulfill Webster's demand that the "coun-
try itself become a vast and splendid monument ... upon which the 
world may gaze with admiration for ever!" Webster encourages his au-
ditors to witness the inscription the monument makes upon the land-
scape, the translation of the spoken word and the spirit expressed thereby 
into the physical sign, and then to repeat this translation, incorporating 
the sign and writing upon their hearts with it.lO 
With the publication of the address immediately following the event, 
this process extends indefinitely, as the word made sign made word 
again is launched as text into the world where its readers may translate 
it again into word. And this is exactly what many people did. According 
to Irving Bartlett, "entire generations of American schoolboys were soon 
reciting it in classrooms across the country."ll They were translating it 
back into speech. And so they were learning it, as were many adults, 
across America. When Webster spoke at Bunker Hill in 1825, there 
were, according to Craig R. Smith, approximately twenty thousand per-
sons in attendance. 12 When Webster returned in 1843 to speak at the 
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completion of the monument, the crowd was estimated at one hundred 
thousand persons, to whom, according to Edwin Whipple, the terms of 
Webster's 1825 address were "household words."13 Print publication 
had increased the reception of the 1825 address by at least five-hundred 
percent. 
This means that many more Americans read the address in print 
than had actually heard it first delivered. And this was not uncommon. 
Pauline Maier has demonstrated in her American Scripture that many 
Americans had first knowledge of Independence through the papers and 
that many others had the news via the public proclamation of a docu-
ment originally written. The public pronouncements, such as the one in 
Philadelphia, were deeply affective and no less real for the document's 
having an origin in another mode (we have an affective measure in the 
Liberty Bell).14 The addresses of Webster, Everett, and others followed 
the same pattern: written first, orated from memory, then disseminated 
as printed speech, sometimes re-orated, often to great effect. Similar 
ceremonies at Danvers, Massachusetts, on April 19, 1835; Concord, 
Massachusetts, on July 4, 1837; Bunker Hill in June 1843; Danbury, 
Connecticut, in April 1854; Worcester, Massachusetts, in April 1861; 
and at Doylestown, Pennsylvania, in December 1861, were advertised 
in much the same way, in newspaper accounts and in pamphlets that 
provided a detailed liturgy of ev:ents and texts of all oral deliveries. 15 
Functionally, the boundaries between speech and writing in the early 
Republic and in the America of Whitman's youth were not as absolute 
as we now take them to be. 
In his earliest work on Leaves of Grass, it seems that Whitman, who 
was familiar with such ceremonies (he wrote articles about the local 
versions just after the publication of the 1860 edition), is trying to launch 
his work at the final stage of this process, to publish it as printed speech 
and so imply an oral genesis, or to project a text that would move fluidly 
into speech, drawing on the grammar of oratorical publication. And to 
this end, Whitman repeats Webster's translation of speech and writ-
ing-in his "Crossing Brooklyn Ferry."16 
Just as Webster addresses future generations via the monument, 
so Whitman moves to address future crossers through a landscape and 
its markings from the very beginning: 
Flood-tide below me! I see you face to face! 
Clouds of the west-sun there half an hour high-I see you also face to face. 
Crowds of men and women attired in the usual costumes, how curious you are to me! 
On the ferry-boats the hundreds and hundreds that cross, returning home, are more 
curious to me than you suppose .... (11. 1-4) 
In the first two lines, sensory observation is expressed as apostrophe-
to the "flood-tide" and "Clouds" and "sun"-fusing visual and voca-
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tive address, so when Whitman's speaker extends his survey, in line 
three, to discover the "Crowds," where the attention to attire indicates 
a primarily visual apprehension, he is already also talking to them. The 
negotiation of scenic information directly facilitates interaction with fel-
low riders. When in the very next line the speaker turns to address "you 
that shall cross from shore years hence" (1. 5), the confusion of verbal 
and visual approach has been so fastened that the redirection of the 
apostrophe demands the presence of these future crossers who are seen 
through the landscape of the ferry course. 
The speaker explains, in the poem's second section, how this see-
ing proceeds from the stability of the scene-the harbor, the ferry, the 
cities, and the people themselves. Here, his observations of the "scheme" 
catalyze a recognition of "The similitudes of the past and those of the 
future," that is, a surety about the similarity of the present to the past 
and of the future to the present. Once the stability of the scene, includ-
ing the ferry and its act, are established, then a consideration of future 
crossers is no more a temporal over-extension than predicting the tides 
or the rising of the sun (11. 7-8). Where speaking and seeing are so welded, 
such predictions must expand the range of address by extending obser-
vational knowledge; it only makes sense then that in the poem's most 
substantial sections, the speaker reaches his audience through observa-
tions of the shared environment: 
Just as you stand and lean on the rail, yet hurry with the swift current, I stood yet was 
hurried, 
Just as you look on the numberless masts of ships and the thick-stemm'd pipes of 
steamboats, I look'd. (11. 25-26) 
As the stability of the scene enables the speaker's vision, it also 
prepares his auditors to receive and accept this vision. These 
comparatives, like all those in the poem's third section, imagine the 
receiver's perception in the present tense and address the recipient at 
that moment-a moment in which that perception, like that of the 
speaker, may be extended to an apprehension of the other. In other 
words, the receiver may, like the speaker, see the other through the 
landscape, the very medium through which and out of which the speaker 
encourages this. Since Whitman and his audience connect through the 
landscape, it is continuously required, as is the concluding section of 
prayer, for permanence: 
Flow on, river! flow with the flood-tide, and ebb with the ebb-tide! 
Frolic on, crested and scallop-edg'd waves! 
Thrive, cities-bring your freight, bring your shows, ample and sufficient rivers, 
Expand, being than which none else is perhaps more spiritual, 
Keep your places, objects than which none else is more lasting. (11. 101-102, 123-
125) 
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Just as Webster invests the Bunker Hill Monument with sentiments 
he hopes will be communicated to others, particularly those of later 
generations, so Whitman invests the harbor scene and the ferry with his 
testament to commonality and connection, which he conveys to future 
crossers (auditors, readers) through the same scene. As in Webster's 
address, in Whitman's poem the landscape functions as a connective 
medium, a medium capable of receiving, maintaining, then transmit-
ting or reproducing force, presence. The landscape is something like an 
eardrum-or a sign. The monument-Webster's column or Whitman's 
ferry in its harbor course-is the sign; each imitates language, embody-
ing, and later re-transmitting, the thought of each speaker. 
Whitman's text, like Webster's, participates in this communica-
tion, though it is not simply a transcription of an original utterance or 
event, or as an extension of it. Whitman's text is situated within the 
monumental space and fused into the act of communication. The text 
appears briefly (and perhaps obscurely) in section 8, when Whitman's 
speaker asks: "What gods can exceed these that clasp me by the hand 
... ?" (l. 95). Whitman here leans on the trope that shapes "Whoever 
You Are Holding Me Now in Hand," a poem that appears in the 1860 
Leaves of Grass, in the section immediately preceding "Crossing Brook-
lyn Ferry. "17 In "Crossing Brooklyn Ferry" the book appears in its me-
tonymy, the hand. The book is a metonymy of writing, as handwriting, 
which is a metonymy of the hand, where hand is a metonymy of the 
writer. Whitman's presence is transmitted along this line of metonymic 
substitution to appear in the poem as it is being read, even as his pres-
ence is also being transmitted by the ferry and its landscape to which 
the poem refers. So the text doubles the monument's act. And since the 
text appears within the monumental space, without being assigned a 
separate temporal signature, it is acting with, as well as within, the space 
to complete a primary communicative circuit; that is to say that it func-
tions primarily, in its first instance, and not as a repetition. 
The speaker helps build this sense of immediate occurrence as he 
imagines his readers individually, as he speaks directly to them, and as 
he builds the address around their present. The speaker uses the second 
person pronoun and parallel phrasing to imagine his readers as indi-
viduals. Though the extensively used "you" has an antecedent-"you 
men and women of a generation, or ever so many generations hence" (l. 
21 )-it is quickly effaced; while the antecedent is given four times-
once each in lines 3, 4, and 5, and finally in line 21-it disappears alto-
gether fairly early in the poem, to be replaced by sixteen instances of the 
pronoun, often in phrases that encourage one to construe it singularly. 
The speaker's declaration, "Just as any of you is one of a living crowd, I 
was one of a crowd" (l. 23), prepares the way by disintegrating the crowd 
into its members, its ones; any further comparative in which correspon-
dent phrasing indicates correspondent experience-take "Just as you 
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are refresh'd by the gladness of the river and the bright flow, I was 
refresh'd" (l. 24) for example-will encourage reading a correspondence 
of number between the "you" and the "I," making the "you" singular 
and specific to each reader. Thus the speaker prepares each reader for a 
specifically-directed communication which cannot be repeated until that 
reader, him- or herself alone, has received it once before. Every reader 
gets a chance to get it a first time. 
To strengthen this context for immediate reception, the speaker 
continuously demands his readers' attention, recalling each one to the 
business at hand through the repeated and strategic deployment of the 
"you," as if to clarify its intended direction toward the auditor-reader 
and to continually renew the receivership. While the speaker does in-
dulge in some fairly lengthy passages of self-referential description, each 
one closes with a directed reference to the auditor. Where section three 
closes with twenty-one lines that are focused on the speaker's experi-
ence, with no reference whatsoever to the auditor, section four opens 
with a declaration that reconnects speaker and auditor: "These and all 
else were to me the same as they are to you" (l. 49). Again, section five 
is taken up mostly with the speaker's talking about himself-"1 too lived, 
Brooklyn of ample hills was mine" (l. 57)-but the following section 
opens by redirecting attention to the other: "It is not upon you alone 
the dark patches fall" (1. 65). Each return recasts the "you," the audi-
tor-reader, as recipient, never allowing the suggestion of directed, dedi-
cated communication to flag for long. 
The poem effectively creates an arena for immediate reception by 
locating the auditor-reader in a never-altering present, one that encour-
ages readers to perceive all action as occuring in their own time. This 
textual present forms a stable frame in which the speaker's recurring 
approach underscores the reader's role as recipient. Where the reader is 
said to "feel" (l. 22), to receive the "fall" of the dark patches (l. 65), and 
to "have" a thought of the poet (l. 87), the speaker keeps moving, chang-
ing in his temporal relation to the reader. The speaker's present tense in 
the first section-"1 see you face to face" (11. 1, 2)-gives way to an 
indefinite tense in the second-"The impalpable sustenance of me from 
all things at all hours of the day" (l. 6)-and, in the third, passes through 
the present tense into the past-"1 am with you, you men and women of 
a generation, or ever so many generations hence, / Just as you feel when 
you look on the river and sky, so I felt" (11. 21-22). The speaker casts his 
own acts in the past tense for three more sections-"I loved well those 
cities" (1. 50); "I too walk'd the streets of Manhattan island" (1. 58); "I 
too knitted the old knot of contrariety" (1. 71). But in the seventh, he 
returns to a present tense and stands in the same time as the reader: 
"Who knows, for all the distance, but I am as good as looking at you 
now, for all you cannot see me?" (1. 91). So the speaker moves toward 
the reader or auditor throughout the poem, striving to occupy the same 
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temporal frame as the reader or auditor, while the reader or auditor is 
denied the same movement. The reader must then receive the speaker's 
declarations and advances at the moment of hearing or reading. The 
highly specific' imagination of reader and rider focuses everything onto 
the receiver's moment and solidifies that moment as a present; all other 
temporal deictics are removed from the vicinity of the recipient position 
so that the poem militates against any sense of repetition on the part of 
the reader or auditor. And since the terms of address could apply equally 
to an auditor or a reader, the poem fuses the two, reducing all recep-
tions to a single moment-the moment when "you" hear or read the 
poem. 
Here Whitman seems to have learned from Webster and other 
epideictic orators that language can perform even when reception does 
not occur at the exact instant of transmission. Richard Ohmann (draw-
ing on the work of J. L. Austin and John Searle) and others have denied 
literature performative and illocutionary force, declaring literature in-
herently representational, neither direct nor immediate and therefore 
incapable of fulfilling the most important felicity conditions on illocution, 
namely immediate mutual presence. 18 But commemorative oratory (in 
its printed as well as spoken or performed forms) is not so restricted: 
since these addresses worked primarily to constitute meaning, to pro-
duce a particular knowledge and understanding (and not to create a 
specific ethical contract in which the actors' roles must be defined and 
performed, all roles here being identical, each participant as 
understander),19 they necessarily worked on those who, not present at 
the original pronouncement, received the logic for the first time-even 
as any of us is acted upon and changed by reading for the first time the 
definition of a word not yet understood. The conveyance of knowledge, 
it seems, is not dependent on mutual presence, but rather on the strength 
of both the conveyor"s and the recipient's effort. Knowledge can with-
stand delay. Since the most important work of Webster's 1825 address 
is to fix not the meaning of the monument but of the nation and of the 
Revolution which the monument indicates, the address may act effec-
tively on those who, not present at the first performance, read it for the 
first time, for it is then that they receive the argument, then that they 
may internalize it and alter their understanding of America, then that 
they may be changed. Webster endorses such delayed, gradual, and even-
tual transformation in his insistence that the American people, both of 
his time and later eras, replace and become the monument themselves. 
Whitman's poem, like Webster's oration, seeks mainly to convey 
an understanding, an argument about the state of things and being that 
could change the character of the nation and its citizenry from within. 
One of the poem's crucial stanzas emphasizes this: 
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We understand then do we not? 
What I promis'd without mentioning it, have you not accepted? 
What the study could not teach- what the preaching could not accomplish is 
accomplish'd, is it not? (11. 98-100) 
Whitman's argument is simpler than Webster's, contending primarily 
that the past and the present are essentially the same, and that the fu-
ture will be essentially the same as the present and the past, so that 
human history (and American history in particular) will have unity. But 
the argument is so fundamental, it does not require an immediate mu-
tual presence in order for it to be completed, in order for it to act on its 
receivers. It proceeds as truth rather than act. It can endure delay. And 
since, as an argument about America, later generations would need to 
learn it too, its success is predicated on its ability to endure delay. 
The book, then, is superior to oration alone. In the context of nine-
teenth-century oratory,the text is established as an effective structure 
of delay that does not radically diminish the content of the communica-
tion. According to Webster, the printed word is more powerful than the 
edifice: "no structure," he declares, "shall ... outlive the duration of 
letters and knowledge . among men."20 In Whitman's hand the text's 
reliquary powers are extended as it becomes a metonymic extension of 
him and his presence. So the text can extend his presence over time to 
effect the argument. Thus in Whitman's practice, oration and publica-
tion become fused, and print publication becomes no longer an addi-
tion to the oratorical moment but a part of it instead. 
Webster's address, as an exemplar of commemorative oratory in 
the early Republic, provides a context within which Whitman's hope 
and practice of combining speech and writing become grounded. And it 
is an appropriate contextualizer. Though there is as yet no direct evi-
dence of Whitman's familiarity with Webster's 1825 address, indirect 
connections abound. Webster's address and the ceremony of which it 
was a part became archetypes for a national rite instantiated in very 
different places at very different times in the nineteenth century. As a 
journalist, Whitman recalls on several occasions a ceremony, witnessed 
in youth, for the laying of a cornerstone for a library in Brooklyn; the 
liturgy as Whitman describes it is nearly identical to that of commemo-
rations at Concord and at Bunker Hill in 1825, at Concord in 1837, at 
Bunker Hill in 1843, at Danbury, Connecticut, in 1854, and at Worces-
ter, Massachusetts, in 1861 among others, and it is also remarkably 
similar to ceremonies marking the laying of the cornerstone for the Bos-
ton Public Library in 1855 and those held to celebrate the completion 
of the Washington Monument in 1883. Webster's speech remains one 
of the most famous and influential addresses of its kind and of its pe-
riod, perhaps in part to its wide publication, and as such it seems likely 
that Whitman, as interested as he was in public speech and oratory in 
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particular, would have been familiar with it. But even if he did not read 
it himself, he could have indirectly absorbed its rhetorical and liturgical 
lessons through his familiarity with the commemorative form it exem-
plifies. 21 
As instructive as it is, this history only partly suggests the reason-
ableness of Whitman's desire for a combination of oral and scriptural 
modes. The articulations of his poetic program in the poems and the 
prose indicate the particular utility of such a combined mode, capable 
of preserving the poet's presence. Whitman makes clearest in Demo-
cratic Vistas and in his 1872 Preface to "As a Strong Bird on Pinions 
Free" that one of his major concerns is a reconciliation between the 
rights of the individual and the strength of the collective. In Democratic 
Vistas he puts it this way: 
We shall, it is true, quickly and continually find the origin-idea of the singleness of man, 
individualism, asserting itself, and cropping forth, even from the opposite ideas. But the 
mass, or lump character, for imperative reasons, is to be ever carefully weigh'd, borne in 
mind, and provided for. Only from it, and from its proper regulation and potency, 
comes the other, comes the chance of individualism. The two are contradictory, but our 
task is to reconcile them. 22 
And in more political terms: 
The idea of perfect individualism it is indeed that deepest tinges and gives character to 
the idea of the aggregate. For it is mainly or altogether to serve independent separatism 
that we favor a strong generalization, consolidation. As it is to give the best vitality and 
freedom to the rights of the States, (every bit as important as the right of nationality, the 
union,) that we insist on the identity of the Union at all hazards. 23 
Accommodating both positions is a logical problem, and the nego-
tiation has lasting philosophical and aesthetic consequences for Whitman, 
as is evident in these prose excerpts. But the problem is particularly 
poignant in 1856 and 1860, sharply informing his work on the second 
and third editions. In "Proto-Leaf' (later "Starting from Paumanok"), 
the new initial poem for the 1860 Leaves of Grass, ~Vhitman declares his 
effort toward solving this difficulty: 
I will make a song for These States, that no one State may under any circumstances 
be subjected to another State, 
And I will make a song that there shall be comity by day and by night between all 
The States, and between any two of them, 
And I will make a song of the organic bargains of These States-And a shrill song of 
curses on him who would dissever the Union .. . . 24 
According to Kerry Larson, Whitman's work on the earliest editions of 
Leaves of Grass responds directly to "the constitutional crisis over sla-
very, revived with the introduction of the Wilmot Proviso in 1846, ac-
celerated with the passage of the Fugitive Slave Law in 1850, and sealed 
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with the Kansas-Nebraska Act in 1854 and Dred Scott in 1857." 
Whitman developed and redeveloped Leaves of Grass in a time in which, 
as Betsy Erkkila writes, "the American Union was itself dissolving. "25 
But "Proto-Leaf' was only part of Whitman's response to this crisis. 
In "Crossing Brooklyn Ferry" Whitman speaks directly to what 
Erkkila calls "the experience of fracture, anomie, and doubt that lay just 
beneath the rhetorical grandness of the poem's 'well-joined scheme.'" 
The poem is not, however, simply troubled or even ambivalent. The 
"mixture of success and failure, adequacy and inadequacy" Samuel Beer 
finds in the poem is part of a delicate balance between the imagination 
of a democratic collective and the possible future of disintegrated indi-
viduals-a balance strongly endorsed by the retitling of the poem in 
1860. The title "Crossing Brooklyn Ferry" makes the act of crossing, 
where travel makes intersection and interaction possible, more impor-
tant than the hour or the various latenesses rendered crucial by the ini-
tial title, "Sun-Down Poem." With pessimistic suggestions of night-fall 
and the rain of dark patches toned down, the poem becomes an arena 
for investigating the tension between the competing political principles 
and for proposing what Erkkila calls "dramatic interaction" that could 
balance these principles and maintain the possibility for reconciliation. 26 
The writing in "Proto-Leaf' and the later prose from Democratic 
Vistas and the 1872 Preface show Whitman's position that the future of 
the American Union depended on such balance. In these formulations, 
the individualist, or State's rights position, requires absolute self-autho-
rization and self-direction, the consistent and unassailable integrity of 
the one, while the collectivist, or Unionist position, requires that each 
one be reducible to a position within the collective. The tension here is 
between radically egalitarian democracy, in which presence is the base 
condition, and republican government, in which representation is an 
operative necessity. Where the 1860 "Proto-Leaf' diagnoses the diffi-
culty, the newly retitled "Crossing Brooklyn Ferry" attempts a solution 
in its fusion of oral and scriptural modes. If speech-the medium of 
presence-might be coordinated and combined with writing-the me-
dium of representation-if individual presence could be preserved even 
in representation, then republicanism might not threaten democratic 
principle and spirit, and th-e individual might safely participate in the 
union without relinquishing his or her own important power. Further-
more, if presence can be preserved within representation and extended 
over time, if it can endure delay and persist in representation, then the 
last barrier to a true egalitarian order-the superance in temporal pro-
gression-might be removed, and Americans might enjoy both 
unthreatened individualism and a stable and enduring secular union of 
empowered and liberated individuals. 
Attempts to subvert death are numerous in Whitman's poetry, and 
most have been discussed extensively, though such subversions are usu-
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ally taken to indicate a crisis of confidence, of poetic power.27 But within 
Whitman's larger program, these avoidances seem to have a political 
dimension. However large a threat death is to Whitman's poetic pow-
ers, it is also a threat to his political power, since it would mean the 
removal of that power, the demolition of his individuality. And since 
egalitarian democracy is based on the power of the one, death may 
threaten the democratic order. 
Whitman's imagination of "the public assembly" in the midst of 
"Crossing Brooklyn Ferry" seems particularly important in this regard. 
The assembly appears as Whitman removes himself: "[I] Saw many I 
loved in the street, or ferry-boat, or public assembly, yet never told them 
a word" (1. 81). Here, the power of the one exists unassailed even in its 
desuetude, retains standing in the collective even if it does not assert 
itself. Whitman's speaker enjoys access to the public assembly, as to the 
street and ferry-boat, even ifhe does not interact with others. And if this 
is the case, perhaps Whitman could retain his political power, that is his 
presence, even in death. 
The desire is further clarified by a passage in "Starting from 
Paumanok," or "Proto-Leaf." There Whitman famously directs his read-
ers: 
See projected, through time, 
For me, an audience interminable. 
With firm and regular step they wend-they never stop, 
Successions of men, Americanos, a hundred millions, 
One generation playing its part and passing on, 
And another generation playing its part and passing on in its turn, 
With faces turned sideways or backward toward me to listen, 
With eyes retrospective toward me.28 
The concern with "generations" resonates with that in "Crossing Brook-
lyn Ferry," and the imagination here is much the same as that of the 
public assembly in the other poem. Whitman stands apart, so that he 
must be seen off to the side or behind, but he demands the respect of 
the generations future and past. The temporal order, in which one mo-
ment is superseded and replaced by another, is refigured spatially so 
that all relations become viewable and measurable along a common 
plane. So, Whitman cannot be supered by anyone, past or present: he 
has extended the reach of democracy. Whitman performs a similar op-
eration in the closing lines of "Song of Myself," where Whitman 
spatializes himself and does not pass on or by, but waits, in the space so 
later Americans never erase him. Time can provide no one with an ad-
vantage. 
Perhaps this is what Whitman means when he declares in "Cross-
ing Brooklyn Ferry" that "time avails not." According to the OED, "avail" 
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indicates "advantage"29; to avail oneself of something it to take the ad-
vantage it offers. So perhaps Whitman declares not that time and place 
are meaningless, but rather that neither time nor place can give anyone 
advantage over any other-a declaration that would secure the condi-
tion of democracy, radical and inalienable equality. All people in all 
times, as well as in all places, would be equal to one another, have equal 
right and claim. 
Whitman's declaration makes more difficult and more important 
the burden of memory shouldered in orations such as Webster's 1825 
Bunker Hill address, for if Whitman is right, then we are required to 
respond to the needs of the past and to consider the rights of the dead 
as well as the demands and rights of the living. This is a central idea in 
another address delivered in 1825, Edward Everett's oration at Con-
cord, Massachusetts, delivered two months before Webster's Bunker 
Hill address. Everett explains the work of monument thus: 
... their blood calls to us from the soil which we tread; it beats in our veins; it cries to 
us, not merely in the thrilling words of one of the first victims in the cause,-'My sons 
scorn to be slaves;'-but it cries with a still more moving e1oquence,-'My sons, forget 
not your fathers. ' 30 
Everett requires his fellow Americans to heed the demands of the dead 
who persist in the soil that contains their blood and bodies. The notion 
of persistence is similar to Whitman's, as is the obligation the present 
has to the past. The persistence creates and maintains the obligation. 
And monuments, which answer the obligation, seek to inscribe both 
the persistence and the concomitant obligation more visibly upon the 
physical and cultural landscape. And the resultant compounded obliga-
tion, even as it strengthens the American narratives Webster and Everett 
and Whitman purvey, solidifies the base condition of democracy, a radical 
and irreducible equality. 
In the America of 1860, Whitman could well have found in such 
egalitarian radicalism part of a solution to the constitutional crisis. Such 
extensive application of egalitarianism would certainly have participated 
in arguments against chattel slavery on the basis of universal equality 
and would have added to one point of conflict. But at the same time it 
could have removed an important philosophical point of conflict by 
protecting the kind of individualism that underwrites a State's-rights 
position. Quite elegantly, this move would make the State's-rights ar-
gument the strongest one against slavery, and if such intellection could 
not eliminate sectional conflict, it might have quickened into the cul-
tural dialogue Whitman engages in his later prose. 
Whitman writes in "Crossing Brooklyn Ferry" that his "sustenance" 
is "impalpable" and "from all things at all hours of the day." And though 
in the poem Whitman's attention seems focused on the harbor scene, 
one might well include the commemorative oratory of Webster, Everett, 
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and others, as well as the crisis of union, in the list of impalpables, for 
the effect is clear: such events and such practices literally fed Whitman. 
The nutrition is more extensive than I have been able to suggest in the 
space of this essay. It is intriguing that in the time of the greatest crisis of 
American Union, Whitman employs the grammar of monumental ut-
terance developed first by Webster and Everett to consolidate national 
sentiments in the years after the War of 1812, when human connections 
to the principles of the Revolution-veterans-were slowly disappear-
ing. Like Webster at Bunker Hill and like Everett at Concord, in "Cross-
ing Brooklyn Ferry" Whitman seeks to remind his fellow crossers and 
all Americans metonymically represented therein of the great possibili-
ties for Democracy.31 And Webster's command, " ... let the earliest 
light of morning gild it," rhymes so neatly with the tone of Whitman's 
own commands to the river and other elements of the harbor scene in 
the concluding section of "Crossing Brooklyn Ferry," undertaken for 
similar effect, surely there is more to be said about the enduring gram-
mar of monumental utterance in nineteenth-century America and its 
effect on Whitman. 
While time and place may not "avail," may not give anyone an 
advantage over any other, time and place do remain important to our 
understanding. In our own time, the cases against the fusion of speech 
and writing, or against the primacy of writing, or against a doctrine of 
presence in writing, may seem closed. But while our understanding does 
often produce some usefully detailed analyses, wh{!ther or not our cur-
rent understanding is accurate for our time or for others as well is to an 
extent irrelevant in reading Whitman, in understanding the poet's work. 
Whitman, it seems, like Webster, found the notion of a fusion of speech 
and writing useful. Whitman, like Webster, seems to have developed 
both a functional theory about the ideal relation between speech and 
writing and a practice whereby to realize that relation. And it is this we 
must look for, this we must keep in mind when we read to understand 
Whitman's practice. Then time and place will avail, will give us an ad-
vantage not over him but with him, and we will better read Whitman in 
his time as he suggests he reads us in ours. 
University of Colorado-Denver 
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